Earth Buddy was created in
2016 with a focus on hempbased supplements and
natural remedies that have
therapeutic value for our pets.
We take a science based
approach in order to minimally
process our ingredients and
maintain the integrity of our
organic hemp.
To learn more, go to:
www.earthbuddypet.com
@earthbuddypet
@earthbuddypet
@earthbuddypet

PET CBD
DOSING
GUIDE

CBD for Pets: Dosing Tips

Pet CBD Checklist

Be sure to administer our CBD pet products
with healthy foods that are rich in high quality
and species appropriate fats for better
absorption. As a general rule, Earth Buddy
suggests to always start dosing low and go
slow for a few day before increasing.

CBD for pets is extremely safe & forgiving. To start, some trial &
error might be required to enhance the health of your pet. Good
news is there are little, to no side-effects compared to traditional
pharmaceuticals. Keep plenty of water available and dont forget
belly rubs!

What species of Pet

Choosing an Earth Buddy product

Cats & Dogs metabolize what they consume
very differently. It is also important to consider
activity level and lifestyle of your pet. Older
and obese pets may require a higher dose,
whereas younger & more active pets may
require lower.

How much to start with

Consult with a Holistic Veterinarian

If your pet is on any medications please
consult with a holistic veterinarian. Many will
do online consultations.

Quality is number one
Not all CBD pet products are the same. Many
pet products are NOT made by the company
selling it and sourced from a variety of farms
and 3rd party brokers. This poses a lot of risk
and uncertainty on whether the product will be
consistent and safe. That is why Earth Buddy
grows and manufactures all of it's products in
Longmont, CO. Earth Buddy can trace every
step of our products back to the very seeds
that were planted on our farm.

Safety first

Earth Buddy offers a wide variety of natural remedies for dogs &
cats. That is why we encourage pet owners to individually
determine how much CBD they should give their pet on an asneeded basis. Figure out how your cat or dog can benefit from CBD
first then explore our products to find the best option.

For a safe starting dosage, all of our products suggest starting at:
1-3mg per 10lbs. body weight
Depending on your pet's level of discomfort, we typically suggest
giving this dosage for the first few days with option to increase on
an as-needed basis. There is no "one size fits all" dosage for cats &
dogs, so do not be afraid to experiment and vary dosage
depending on your pet's needs.
Remember: Start low & go slow!

Time of day
Some of our products like Hemp Extracts, Quick Calm, or Gut Health
can have more of a calming benefit, so these products might be
best for later in the day or situationally. While other products like
our Focus+Immune mushroom & hemp capsules or Hemp Hearts
might be better for use during the day to enhance health and
longevity.

